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Glorious Return: B-KOO Inspiration
Hong Kong’s first-ever homebuilt aircraft
Accomplished their round-the-globe dream
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HKBAC provided line support service to B-KOO Inspiration
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General Manager of HKBAC, Ms. Madonna Fung (on the left) welcomed Captain
Hank CHENG and Flight Engineer Gary TAT home
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The team from HKBAC’s took a photo with Captain Hank CHENG and Flight
Engineer Gary TAT to commemorate the return.

(13th November 2016, Hong Kong) B-KOO Inspiration, Hong Kong’s first-ever
homebuilt aircraft, touched down gloriously at the Hong Kong International Airport
today after successfully completing a 3-month round-the-world journey of a total of
50,000 km in 25 countries, including Australia, The United States and Italy.

To prepare for B-KOO Inspiration’s return trip, the Hong Kong Business Aviation
Centre (HKBAC) provided meticulous ground support and facilitated Captain Hank
CHENG and his Flight Engineer Gary TAT with one-stop Custom, Immigration and
Quarantine (CIQ) services. “I would like to congratulate Hank and Gary’s marvelous
return. We are proud to be part of this remarkable milestone for Hong Kong as we
share in B-KOO Inspiration’s dream, which is a perfect show case of Hong Kong’s
can-do spirit and perseverance,’ said Madonna Fung, General Manager, HKBAC.

Hank expressed gratitude towards HKBAC’s support. He glowed with excitement as
he recounted his journey, “We literally left our footprints around the globe and
enjoyed a kaleidoscope of different cultures by embarking on this amazing flight. We
looking forward to continuously working shoulder-to-shoulder with our young
generation in future in pursuit of other aviation dreams.” Gary added, ‘The ‘intimate’
journey with Hank underlines the importance of team work. With collaborative and
concerted efforts, we can tackle all sorts of difficulties and reach out to our dreams. ’
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